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Four members from the FMCBC AGM joined Pat and myself on a nice hike up the
bike trails from the parking area near the Forbidden Plateau airstrip. The trip needed
to be changed from the original plans of Wesley Ridge due to ride share constrains
as we needed a shorted hike closer to town. As we approached different trails the
group decided between less steep and more steep. We took the less steep and
headed to the cabin on the Cabin Fever bike trail. It was too soon to turn around so
we continued up to a bluff with a bit of view of Comox Lake. There were no
mountain views as they were covered in clouds. The sun started breaking through
as we headed down choosing a slightly different route that led us along Supply
Creek and steep rock bluffs on our right side. We were back at the cars at 1:15 and
at the Filberg by 1:30. I think a nice time was had by all and it was nice getting to
know some new people and a little bit about their clubs.
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John, Monika, Pat, Elsa and
Craig in front of the cabin on
Cabin Fever bike trail

Lunch time before heading back
down to the cars, tiny bit of view
of Comox Lake
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